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Abstract. There was presented the constructive-technological scheme of
leaf-separating apparatus for harvesting tobacco leaves in the article. There
was conducted the theoretical analysis of the process of tobacco leaf
separation from a stalk. There were obtained the dependencies
characterizing the trajectory and speed of arbitrary point of the cutting edge
of a small drum.

Tobacco is one of the most labour-intensive crops in crop production. At the present time
one of the most urgent tasks is mechanization of per leaf harvesting of tobacco, which in its
turn is one of the most labor-intensive from the whole list of technological operations in
tobacco growing [1, 2]. In order to further improve the efficiency of tobacco growing, it is
necessary to continuously improve the profitability of tobacco production, which is not
possible without the use and development of machine technologies [3]. As tiered
maturation of tobacco leaves on the stalk, they are usually removed in several stages or so
called break-ups. In tobacco growing the mechanized harvesting of tobacco leaves is
carried out in two stages: harvesting of middle and upper break-ups [4, 5]. By present time
a number of machines for tobacco leaf harvesting have been developed [6, 7]. However the
applied leaf-separating apparatuses have some disadvantages which do not supply with
present agro-technological requirements demanding much of technological process of
domestic tobacco variety harvesting. Use of leaf-separating apparatuses working with the
use of rotating small drums with sharpened cutting edges fixed on chain contours as well as
with equipped pneumatic system and holding rollers in harvesters allows increasing the
completeness of leaf separation and decrease of leaf plate injury due to the rapid removal of
leaves from the leaf separation area. The apparatus for separating tobacco leaves [8, 9]
(Figure 1) includes two supporting chain contours 1 of infinite type, with small drums 2
having sharpened blades (cutting edges) and installed in the bearing supports 4 mounted on
the bolts 5, as well as for rotating the small drums of sprocket 6 and additional chain
contours 7. The apparatus is supplied with two rollers 8, mounted at angle relatively to the
level and each other and having rotations towards each other. On every roller there was
made the spiral surface 9. The drums form cells in the leaf-separation area 10. A pneumatic
system is installed above the machine, which includes a delivery fan and a pair of air ducts
with nozzles 11. The nozzles are installed in the air ducts along the longitudinal axis of the
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device and at an angle to it. Through the nozzle, the air flow is directed to the leaves of
tobacco, directly to the center of its gravity, which allows you to orient them in a horizontal
position and press to the cutting edges of the drums. The apparatus for separating the leaves
is as follows. When it moves along a row, the stalk enters the working channel formed by
two rolls 8 and helical wound 9. Due to the rotation of the rollers, the tobacco stalk is
oriented and covered by cell 10. Thus air ducts through nozzles 11 direct an air stream from
the fan on plates of the separated leaves, thereby pressing them to cutting edges 3 of drums
2. Cutting edges 4 of rotating small drums 3 is made by leaf separation forming in working
area of a cell, which are moved along a tobacco stalk if to install the apparatus forward.
To orient the stalk, it is necessary to correlate the speed of movement, the frequency of
rotation and the angle of inclination of the rollers, the lifting angle of the wound and other
parameters [10]. At the same time, of course, the necessary condition is the movement of
the harvester along the row, i.e. preservation of the course stability [11, 12, 13]. Such
combination of factors will allow to observe the set technological efficiency and reliability
of technological process, and as a consequence and economic efficiency [14, 15, 16, 17].
According to the design and technological scheme in Figure 1, the separation of the leaf
from the stem of tobacco is produced by cutting small drums that move in a closed chain
contour at a speed of V p.a., they have axial rotation ω б due to the additional contour. At
the same time, the movement of the machine along the row with скоростьюV м that also
brings components in the cutting force of the blade edge of a small drum. For a high-quality
cut of the tobacco leaf, it is necessary to analyze the interaction between the cutting drum
and the tobacco leaf, which will further determine the cutting force R б , since it will
determine the force of the anti-cutting part (the force of the airflow F дав to hold the leaf).

Fig. 1. Apparatus of tobacco leaf separation. 1 – chain contour; 2 – small drum; 3 – cutting edge of a
small drum; 4 – ball bearing; 5 – pin; 6 –sprocket; 7 – additional chain contour; 8 – roller; 9 – helical
surface of roller; 10 – leaf-separating cell; 11 – air duct with nozzles.

Analysis of interaction of the cutting small drum with the tobacco leaf will begin with
the making of the trajectory of movement of an arbitrary point B of the edge of the drum
blade for an arbitrary period of time t. To do this, take the coordinate system as shown in
Figure 2.
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Fig. 2. Scheme of trajectory of movement of the edge of blade of cutting small drum of leafseparating apparatus.

So, the movement of the point B is described by equations:

Vrec t + V р.а.t cos α d + Rd sin ωd t ⋅ cos α d ,
XВ =

=
YВ Vrec t cos γ d + Rd sin ωd t ,
Z =
 В H H + V р.а.t sin α d + Rd sin ωd t ⋅ sin α d .

(1)

where V rec – speed of tobacco stalk delivery to the leaf separation area which is equal to
the speed of the machine V rec = V м , m/s;
V р.а. – speed of small drum travel along chain contour, m/s;
α d – angle of small drum installation to the surface of land, degree;
R d – radius of cutting edge of small drum, m;
ω d – angle speed of a small drum rotation, rad/s:
γ d – angle of small drum installation towards each other, degree;
Н d – height of a small drum installation relatively to a roller, m;
Н н – height of installation of a small drum relatively to the land surface (height of
break-up beginning), m.
Differentiated the system of equations (1) by time t, it turned:
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dX B

Vrec + V р.а. cos α d + Rd cos α d ⋅ ωd cos ωd t ,
VX В ==
dt

dYB

VYВ
= Vrec cos γ d + Rd ωd cos ωd t ,
=
dt

dZ B

V р.а. sin α d + Rd sin α d ⋅ ωd cos ωd t.
=
VZ В =
dt


(2)

The expression (2) shows the projection of the absolute speed of an arbitrary point B in
the axis of coordinates. Then the absolute speed of optional point B of the cutting drum
blade edge will be determined by the expression:

VB=

VX2В + VY2В + VZ2В .

(3)

So, present expressions (3) after transformation will be equal:
2
+ V р2.а. cos 2 α d + Rd2 cos 2 α d ⋅ ωd2 cos 2 ωd t + 2VrecV р.а. cos α d +
VX2В =
Vrec

+ 2Vrec Rd cos α d ⋅ ωd cos ωd t + 2V р.а. cos α d Rd cos α d ⋅ ωd cos ωd t ,

VY2В = Vrec2 cos 2 γ d + Rd2ωd cos 2 ωd t + 2Vrec cos γ d ⋅ Rd ωd cos ωd t ,

VZ2В = V р2.а . sin 2 α d + Rd2 sin 2 α d ⋅ ωd cos 2 ωd t +
+ 2V р.а. sin α d ⋅ Rd sin α d ⋅ ωd cos ωd t ,

(4)
(5)
(6)

Show А = Rd ωd cos ωd t . After substitution and transformations of expressions (4, 5, 6)
into expression (3), taking into account the replacement, we obtain:

VB =

2
A2 + 2V р.а. A + 2Vrec (cos α d + cos γ d ) A + Vrec
(1 + cos 2 γ d ) + V р2.а. + 2VrecV р.а. cos α d . (7)

The expression (7) shows the dependence of absolute speed of the optional point В of
the blade edge of small drum dependent on constructive and security parameters. From
expression (7) we can see that the formation of absolute speed of blade edge of small drum
is influenced the speed of movement of small drums V р.а along chain contour, speed of
delivery of tobacco stalk V rec in the area of leaf separation, radius R d of cutting edge of a
small drum and angle speed ω d of a small drum rotation.
It is important to note that when separating the tobacco leaf from the stalk we should
supervise for the garbage from the area of leaf separation, which will be characterized by
the direction of the absolute speed of an arbitrary point B. Change of the direction of the
vector of absolute speed of a point B is characterized by the guides of the cosines. For a
more convenient analysis, it is better to represent the angle between the coordinate axes and
the vector of absolute velocity vector in terms:

=
(VB ∧ i ) ar cos

VX B
VYB
VZ
=
, (VB ∧ j ) ar cos =
, (VB ∧ k ) ar cos B ,
VB
VB
VB

where i, j, k – single vectors of coordinate axis.

ϕZ ,
ϕ X , (VB ∧ j ) =
ϕY , (VB ∧ k ) =
Specify: (VB ∧ i ) =

4

(8)
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To obtain a visual representation of the nature of the change in the absolute velocity of
the point B in the area of leaf separation, it is necessary to construct graphs (Figure 3) of the
change in the magnitude of the absolute velocity and absolute velocity projections on the
coordinate axes when changing the angle of rotation of the small drum.

Fig. 3. Graph of the change of absolute velocity of the point B in the leaf separation area: а –
absolute velocity, b – by axis ОХ, c – by axis ОY, d – by axis ОZ
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In Figure 3 the graphs were made with the following constructive and regime
parameters: AB = 25°, R d 0,072 m, UB = 14°, ω d = 1,01 s-1. The graph (Figure 3, a) of the
change of absolute velocity of the point B in the leaf separation area shows that at the
coincidence of the direction of movement of drums on the chain contour V p.a . and the angle
of rotation of the small drum in the range of 180°-360° the absolute speed grows along a
curvilinear dependence and reaches a maximum in the top point in coincidence with the
axis OX, and accordingly the absolute speed falls in the range 0°-180° and reaches the
minimum at the lowest point in coincidence with the axis OX. When increasing the feed
rate of the V rec , i.e. the speed of the car, the change in speed begins to approach to the linear
dependence, but the nature of its changes are not significantly changed, and the absolute
value is changed.
After analyzing the obtained graphs, it can be concluded that the increase in the
productivity of the machine can be due to an increase in the feed rate of the V rec , i.e. an
increase in the growth of the movement of the machine, while significant crop losses due to
a decrease in the full collection will not be observed.

Conclusions
1. The article presents a constructive and technological scheme of the machine for
harvesting of medium and upper tobacco break-ups, which allows improving the
technological efficiency and reliability of the process;
2. There were obtained the expressions characterizing the trajectory and absolute
velocity of the arbitrary point of the cutting edge of a small drum;
3. Analysis of obtained dependences allows making the conclusion that at the cut a leaf
will remain in the area of leaf separation and it will allow increasing the harvest.
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